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Fire Risk Equation: Four‐Factor Formula
• CDF = ∑ ( λf ∙ SF ∙ Pns ∙ CCDP ) *
– λf = scenario fire frequency (ignition of [potentially]
challenging fire)
– SF = severity factor (includes propagation, zone of
influence)
– Pns = probability of non‐suppression (automatic
and/or manual, including fire brigade)
– CCDP = conditional core damage probability (interface
from internal events, with allowance for additional
mitigation credited from Safe Shutdown provisions,
and “common‐cause” fire effects that can “fail”
multiple components)
*(summed over all contributing scenarios)
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Fire Frequency ‐ λf
• Important source of uncertainty
• Parametric uncertainty covered by current
methods
– Routinely quantified in generic tables
– Easily propagated through analysis

• Related SRs are in Technical Element (TE) IGN and
the following High Level (HLR) and Supporting
Requirements (SRs) in particular:
– HLR‐IGN‐A, SRs: IGN‐A5, IGN‐A10 (analysis)
– HLR‐IGN‐B, SRs: IGN‐B4, IGN‐B5 (documentation)
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λf: TE IGN (HLR‐IGN‐A)
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λf: TE IGN (HLR‐IGN‐B)
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Conditional Core Damage Probability –
CCDP
• Quantified using plant response model (event/fault
tree models) – TE PRM (HLR‐PRM‐B)
• Uncertainty can be easily quantified to same level as
internal events (since we start with internal events
model)
• Importance to fire is equivalent to importance to
internal events
• Some factors are unique to fire or re‐quantified for fire
scenarios:
– Circuit failure modes likelihood estimates: see TE CF, HLR‐
CF‐A, SR‐CF‐A2
– Post‐fire HEP values: see TE HRA, HLR‐HRA‐C, SR‐HRA‐C1
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CCDP: TEs PRM and CF (HLRs PRM‐B
and CF‐A)
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CCDP: TE HRA (HLR‐HRA‐C)
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Non‐Suppression Probability ‐ Pns
• Pns reflects a race between fire growth and fire
suppression
– If: (tdamage) < (tsuppression), loss of target set is assumed
to occur

• Both elements, (tdamage, tsuppression), contribute to
uncertainty:
– Fire phenomenological modeling calculations provide
time to damage
– Suppression reliability curves give probability of
suppression as function of time
– Given a time to damage, Pns is taken from suppression
curve
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Non‐Suppression Probability ‐ Pns (cont.)
• Once again, difficult to quantify fire phenomenological
modeling uncertainties
– Somewhat similar to thermal‐hydraulic calculations for internal
events

• Suppression reliability curves are based on analysis of data
from actual events
– Parametric uncertainty on suppression rate factor is easily
quantified
– NUREG/CR‐6850, EPRI TR‐1011989 did include probabilistic
values for suppression rates
– FAQ‐08‐0050 updated suppression rate factors, but did not
include probabilistic values – these can easily be reproduced

• At minimum, current methods can easily incorporate Pns
uncertainty based on uncertainty in suppression curves
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Severity Factor ‐ SF
• Uncertainty for severity factor is more
challenging
• SFs are typically derived from one of two sources:
– Analysis of event data – severity factor reflects
fraction of fire events use in fire frequency that
exhibited some specific adverse behavior
• (e.g., fire spread beyond source…)

– Application of fire phenomenological modeling tools –
e.g., SF reflects fraction of fires large enough to cause
damage to at least one damage target or to ignite any
secondary fuel package
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Severity Factor – SF (cont.)
• Severity factors can substantially impact CDF results
• Under current practice, we use point estimates that don’t
include uncertainty
• Uncertainty may be high
• For event‐analysis‐based SF: formal uncertainty analysis will
be difficult, but sensitivity studies can be easily performed
• Where based on fire phenomenological modeling,
uncertainty is difficult to quantify for a given application
because factors that drive these fire modeling results are
each uncertain but uncertainty is not well characterized
• Overall – best approach on SF may be sensitivity analysis
rather than formal uncertainty characterization and
propagation
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Pns and SF – Fire Phenomenology
• Both of these, especially SF, interface directly
with fire phenomenological modeling, which may
be the biggest fire PRA uncertainty challenge
• Uncertainty here is difficult to quantify
– Many input values and each is uncertain
– Dominant inputs will vary by application and by the
tool used
– Difficult to separate bias from uncertainty
– Similarities to thermal‐hydraulic calculations for
internal events
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Fire Phenomenological Modeling
Uncertainty in Fire PRA
• The more substantive fire phenomenological modeling
takes place in the area of fire growth/damage:
– Fire spread beyond initiating source
– Thermal response of damage targets – time to damage

• Wide range of phenomenological modeling tools
–
–
–
–
–

Simple closed‐form handbook correlations (e.g., FDTs)
Empirical models (e.g., HEAF and cable tray spread models)
Fire compartment zone models (e.g., CFAST, MAGIC)
Computational fluid dynamic (e.g., FDS)
Specific application models (e.g., THIEF for time to cable
damage)
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Uncertainty in Phenomenological
Modeling
• Input values (e.g., HRR, thermal conductivity)
have primarily parametric uncertainties
– Addressable by varying assumed values
– Empirical vs. statistical

• Analyst/User Options – “modeling”/completeness
uncertainties
– Model selection: empirical vs. zonal vs. CFD
– Level of detail, e.g., complex geometry and
phenomena, visual representation
– Availability and form of information
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Uncertainty in Phenomenological
Modeling (cont.)
• Analyst/User Options (cont.)
– The analyst/user is “free” to:
• Specify compartment/room dimensions, with “rounding”
• Select certain parameters (with associated parametric
variability)
• Modify assumptions or make deliberate adjustments to
“manipulate” the model
• Collect and interpret data and results, e.g., virtual
thermocouples, detectors, “slice” files, images
• Choose hardware capacity, e.g., CPU, RAM, random number
generators
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Uncertainty in Phenomenological
Modeling (cont.)
Analyst/User Options
(cont.)
The analyst/user
is “free” to select
grid resolution –
fine vs. coarse,
composite, even
overlapping
(example from
Fire Dynamics
Simulator)
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Fire Growth/Damage
• Range of tools used in fire growth/damage
analysis complicates the uncertainty question
– Each phenomenological modeling form implies
different types and levels of uncertainty
– Some tools carry substantive bias
– Many input parameters carry uncertainty but
importance varies substantially

• Typical analysis provides no real assessment of
uncertainties (or bias) associated with fire
phenomenological modeling tools being applied
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Fire Growth/Damage (cont.)
• Heat Release Rate (HRR) is arguably the single most
important factor in growth/damage analysis
• HRR has high aleatory (inherent) uncertainty
• Fires are chaotic, not orderly, events
• Key characteristics/parameters:
– Peak intensity: Current methods provide peak intensity
distributions for various sources characterizing aleatory
uncertainty
– Growth rate/time (time from ignition to peak): Typically
based on best‐estimate values with no uncertainty
treatment
– Burn‐out decay time/behavior: Not typically treated since
active fire suppression limits fire duration anyway
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Fire Growth/Damage (cont.)
• Much potential for bias in fire scenario analysis
– Real fires involve complex behaviors and the spread of fire
damage over time
– PRA fire scenarios are often treated as static events and using
simplified approaches lumps target set approaches

• Typical treatment can lead to conservative bias, e.g.,
– Damage targets are cables in various trays above the fire source
– Analysis assumes all targets fail when first (lowest) tray fails

• Relatively small time differences (minutes) can mean large
risk differences
• Problem can be addressed by building multiple target sets
to reflect different damage times for different trays, but
that adds to analysis complexity and documentation
challenges
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Fire Growth/Damage (cont.)
• Bias can also result from failure to apply all
available tools to get more realistic estimates
of time to damage, e.g., the simplified THIEF
cable damage model or reliance on screening
in lieu of more detailed fire analysis
• Key TE for Fire Phenomenological Modeling is
FSS, with HLRs FSS‐D, FSS‐E and FSS‐H
– SRs include FSS‐E3 (parametric) and FSS‐E4 (cable
routing); FSS‐H5 and FSS‐H9 (documentation)
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Pns and SF – TE FSS (HLRs FSS‐D & ‐E)
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Pns and SF – TE FSS (HLR FSS‐E [cont.])
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Pns and SF – TE FSS (HLR FSS‐H)
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Rolling up the Fire Risk Equation
• CDF = ∑ ( λf ∙ SF ∙ Pns ∙ CCDP )
– Ultimately, all factors must be quantified and their
uncertainties compounded
• May be “straightforward” for parameter uncertainties,
but more elusive for model uncertainties
– Sensitivity analysis may be the most viable alternative

• TEs FQ and UNC, with HLRs FQ‐A, FQ‐F and
UNC‐A, address the overall quantification
– HLRs FQ‐A and FQ‐F: SRs FQ‐A3 and FQ‐F1
– HLR‐UNC‐A: SRs UNC‐A1 and UNC‐A2
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CDF = ∑( λf∙SF∙Pns∙CCDP ):
TE FQ (HLRs FQ‐A and FQ‐F)
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CDF = ∑( λf∙SF∙Pns∙CCDP ):
TE UNC (HLR‐UNC‐A)
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